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NEWS LETTER NO 27

Update 19/4/2014  Port Grimaud
We are staying at a camp-site at Port Grimaud, which is in Saint Tropaz bay 
halfway between St Maxime and St Tropez, right on the beach. It's a 5 star 
site but using our A.C.S.I card it is 18.00 Euro a night instead of the normal 
30 Euro.

With Easter being so busy, and we are very happy with this site we have 
decided to stay here, quietly out of the way till over Easter.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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Saint Tropez was not quite what we expected, Its very small and quaint with 
lots of expensive restaurants in small streets. But that’s it. We had lunch here.

On the other hand St Maxime is larger with a good busy marina and lots of 
small shops restaurants, and seats with good views to have lunch on.
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Dislike of the day
Having a scuffed toe, a scrapped shin, a swollen knuckel, a insect bite, a cold 
sore, and a shoulder I still cant lie on.   But I’m FINE !!!

Risk and Method Statement.
Toe       Always use padded socks and where possible a wheel chair.

Shin      Ban all bikes they are a health and safety hazard.

Knuckel  Use soft rubber mallets at all times.

Hand     Wear kevlar gloves when out side, sprayed with D D T.

Lip        Don't let Aunties with cold sores kiss young children.

Shoulder   Do not lift anything heavier than a wine glass.

Good Parking
Just up from us a Dutch guy drove in to this pitch, reversed a couple of times 
and that was it, there is only 4 ft free space between his van and the trees.
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Like of the day

Dumplings for tea.
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Wendy's Images.
Small flowered catchfly                  who say thistles aren't pretty 
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